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Abstract: It was shown previously that the shape of the crystals formed during the evaporation of salt solutions depends on 

the sign of the electric potential of such solutions. It has been particularly found that the evaporation of salt solutions with 

positive electric potential is accompanied by the formation of cubic crystals and the evaporation of salt solutions with negative 

electric potential is accompanied by the formation of needle-like crystals. The obtained results stimulated further studies of the 

properties of water and aqueous solutions, which depend on the electric potential. During these studies it was found that the 

surface tension of the water clearly depends on its electrical potential: an increase in the positive electric potential of water is 

accompanied by an increase in its surface tension and increase the negative electrical potential of the water is accompanied by 

a decrease of its surface tension. It was also discovered that the electrical potential of the water determines its ability to hydrate 

the polymers of biological origin. It is shown that water with a positive potential is better hydrates biological polymers than 

water with negative potential. 
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1. Introduction 

Polymorphism of the salt crystals is the basis of the known 

method of medical diagnosis, is known as a method of 

arborization [1-4]. It has been shown that the shape of the 

crystals resulting from evaporation of salt solutions depends 

on the sign of the electric potential of the solution. It was 

particularly shown that the evaporation of saline solutions 

with a positive electric potential is accompanied by formation 

of cubic crystals, and evaporation of salt solutions with 

negative electric potential is accompanied by formation of 

needle-like crystals (Figure 1) [5]. 

Despite the detected correlation, the nature of the forces 

causing the polymorphism of the salt crystals remained 

unclear to us. We therefore continued research in this area. In 

other words, we continued to explore the properties of water 

and aqueous solutions, which depend on their electrical 

potential (charge). Working in this direction we found that 

the surface tension of water depends on its electric potential 

in a certain way: positive electrification of water causes an 

increase in its surface tension but the negative electrification 

of water causes a decrease in its surface tension. 

We also found that the electric potential of the water 

determines its ability to hydrate the polymers of biological 

origin. It was in addition shown that water with a positive 

potential is better hydrates biological polymers than water 

with negative potential. In our opinion, these relationships 

enable us to better understand the physical nature of the 

phenomena of muscle contraction. Here we offer results on 

the basis of which we make such conclusions. 

2. Material and Methods 

First, we believe it is necessary to define the terminology 

that we use in this article. The term "uncharged water" we 

conventionally understand water, which was used as a 

control: we assumed that the electric potential of this water is 

0 mV. Uncharged water was obtained during storage of 

distilled water in a closed aluminum containers: It is 

considered that in such circumstances, the electric charges of 
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water are concentrated on the outer surface of the container 

[6]. 

Water with a positive electric potential we have obtained in 

two ways: 

(a) By passing through uncharged water of gaseous 

oxygen. 

(b) By filtration of uncharged water through the silica gel. 

It is known that when in contact with water, oxygen gas 

exhibits the properties of a sorbent of aqueous electrons, and 

the silica gel exhibits the properties of a sorbent of aqueous 

hydroxyl ions [7]. 

Water with a negative electric potential we have also 

obtained in two ways: 

(a) By passing through uncharged water of gaseous 

hydrogen. 

(b) By filtration of uncharged water through the activated 

carbon. 

It is known that when in contact with water, hydrogen gas 

is the electron donor, and activated carbon exhibits the 

properties of a sorbent of aqueous hydrogen ions [7]. 

We obtained water with the desired value of the electric 

potential in two ways: 

(a) By varying the depth of the layer of sorbent through 

which filtered water is discharged. 

(b) Varying the time during which the gas passed through 

the uncharged water. 

The electric potential of the electrically charged water, we 

measured relative to the uncharged water, the potential of 

which we have conventionally taken to be 0 mV. In fact, the 

electric potential of the charged water, we measured the 

potential flow or potential filtering [8]. 

3. Results and Discussion 

 

Figure 1. This is the crystals of KH2PO4. Left: the rhombic crystals formed 

upon drying of an aqueous solution of KH2PO4 prepared on the water with 

positive electric potential. Right: the needle-shaped crystals formed upon 

drying of an aqueous solution of KH2PO4 prepared on the water with 

negative electric potential [5]. 

In our previous study, we used the water with a different 

electric potential [5]. When conducting these experiments, 

we drew attention to the fact that the surface tension of water 

depends on its electrical potential. This relationship was the 

fact that the surface tension of water with a positive potential 

greater than the surface tension of water with negative 

potential. Here we propose to verify the existence of such 

dependencies through simple experiments. 

So, if to pour 5 ml of water (exactly!) with a negative 

potential in a standard Petri dish and mix, you can see that 

the water completely covers the bottom of a Petri dish 

(Figure 2, left). 

On the other hand, if to pour 5 ml of water (exactly!) with 

a positive potential in a standard Petri dish and mix, you can 

see that such water will not cover all the bottom of a Petri 

dish (Figure 2, right). 

In our view, such a distinction clearly demonstrates that 

the forces acting on the surface of the water depends on its 

electric potential. We explained this by the fact that water 

with a positive potential has a greater surface tension than 

water with negative potential. 

(Apparently, this distinction should be defined more 

precisely. The forces acting between molecules that reside on 

the surface of positively charged water are stronger than the 

forces acting between molecules that reside on the surface of 

negatively charged water. On the other hand, the interaction 

between the negatively charged molecules of water and the 

surface of the glass are stronger than the same interaction 

between the positively charged water and glass surface.) 

 

Figure 2. Left: 5 ml of water with an electric potential of –200 mV cover all 

the bottom of a Petri dish. Right: 5 ml of water with an electric potential of 

+200 mV do not cover the bottom of a Petri dish; the surface of such water 

decreases rapidly after mixing. 

 

Figure 3. Left: the starch powder covers the surface of the water with 

potential +250 mV practically wholly Right: powder starch remains in the 

same place where it was put in water potential –200 mV. 

The detected difference can be confirmed and visualized 

using simple experiments. For example, the difference in 

surface tension can be easily visualized by means of a 

powder of starch deposited on the surface of charged water. 
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By this simple test, you can see that the forces acting on the 

surface of positively charged water dispense powder starch 

on the surface of the water (Figure 3, left); such a distribution 

of powder of starch takes place over 1 – 2 seconds. 

It can also be seen that the surface forces of negatively 

charged water do not distribute the starch powder across the 

water surface (Figure 3, right). Moreover it can be observed 

that the starch powder sinks into negatively charged water. In 

our opinion, this experiment clearly demonstrates the 

difference in the surface tension of water with positive and 

negative potentials. 

Not less convincing is the result of the following 

experiment in which we also used powder starch. For this 

experiment, we used two vessels. The first vessel was filled 

with water with a potential of +500 mV (~ 20°C), and the 

second vessel was filled with water with a potential of –500 

mV (~ 20°C). After that, we introduced and stirred in both 

vessels of 100 mg of starch powder. Then we put both vessels 

in a place that was removed from heat sources and protected 

from direct sunlight. After 30 min. it was seen that the starch 

did not swell in a bottle containing water with negative 

potential (Fig. 4, left), but swelled in a bottle filled with 

water with a positive potential (Fig. 4, right). 

The result of the last experiment, we also explained that 

the surface tension of water with a positive potential is much 

greater than the surface tension of water with negative 

potential. In any case, this result shows that the positively 

charged water is able to quickly hydrate the starch (Figure 4, 

right). 

 

Figure 4. There is a swelling of starch in water with a different electric 

potential. Starch does not swell in water with the potential of –500 (left) and 

swells in water with a potential of +500 mV (right). 

Water with negative potential was obtained by bubbling hydrogen (left); 

water with a positive potential was obtained by bubbling oxygen (right). 

Water with a positive potential can evaporate even from a closed plastic 

dishes: the arrow shows how during the day decreased the water level to the 

positive potential. 

When conducting the last experiment, we observed another 

interesting property of water with positive potential. As you 

can see (Fig. 4, right), this water is able to penetrate through 

the plastic and evaporate from a closed polyethylene bottle. It 

should be noted that the increase in the permeability of 

polyethylene to water vapor is known: this phenomenon was 

observed earlier in the oxidation of polyethylene ROS 

induced by ionizing radiation [9]. Recently we proposed a 

detailed analysis of the physical forces causing this 

phenomenon [10]. 

It should be noted that here we showed different surface 

tension electrically charged water exclusively with starch. 

However, similar results can be obtained using other 

polymers of biological origin. Very impressive looking 

changes of the fibers of the sodium salt of DNA deposited on 

the surface of the positively charged water. So, we watched 

as the fiber of the sodium salt of DNA form a transparent 

film on the surface of such water; this transformation occurs 

within 1 – 2 seconds [11]. 

We hope that the results of our experiments (Figure 2-4) 

convinced you that the surface tension of water depends on 

its electric potential. We offer the following formulation of 

this dependence: the surface tension of water having a 

positive electrical potential is always higher than the surface 

tension of water having a negative electrical potential. It is 

also possible to formulate: the increase in the electric 

potential of the water increases its surface tension, and the 

reduction of the electric potential of water causes a decrease 

of its surface tension. The latter reflects the results of our 

experiments which showed that changing the electric 

potential of water can be directed to change its surface 

tension. (Unfortunately, we are unable to visualize it.) In 

other words, changing the electrical potential of the water, 

you can control its surface tension. 

It should be noted that this visual similarity has a profound 

basis, since a similar dependence of surface tension on the 

electric potential is known also for other liquids. For 

example, the existence of such dependence is shown for 

liquid mercury when studying the physical nature of the 

phenomenon, known as the “mercury heart beating” [12, 13]. 

Special attention deserves the work, the authors showed that 

the surface tension of mercury, having a positive electrical 

potential greater than the surface tension of mercury, having 

a negative electric potential [12]. 

Also in favor of the generality of this dependence of 

surface tension on the electric potential of the study results 

show the micro hardness of monocrystalline silicon. So, it 

was clearly established that the negative electrification of 

monocrystalline silicon is accompanied by a 20% decrease in 

hardness of its surface layer. It was also found that the 

subsequent positive charging leads to the restoration of 

micro-hardness of silicon single crystals [14]. 

In our opinion, this dependence is very important for 

understanding the nature of the physical phenomena that 

underlie muscle activity. We assume two phases of this 

activity. In the first stage, the surface tension of muscle fibers 

is increased under the action of positive potential. At the 

same time, the muscles tense due to the increase in the extent 
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of hydration of the internal components, as well as 

actomyosin complex [15]. In the second stage, the surface 

tension of muscle fibers decreases under the action of 

negative potential. At the same time, the muscles relax due to 

the decrease of the degree of hydration of the internal 

components, as well as actomyosin complex. (It should be 

noted that none of the known authors not bound by state 

actomyosin complexes and their degree of hydration.) 

The proposed stage can be presented, focusing on the 

shape of the crystals formed by evaporation of saline 

solutions made with water having different electric potential: 

the formation of cubic crystals from solutions with a positive 

electric potential reflects the stage of muscle tension and the 

formation of needle-like crystals from solutions with 

negative electric potential reflects the stage of muscle 

relaxation (Figure 1). 

4. Conclusion 

The surface tension of water depends on its electric 

potential (charge). This dependence can be formulated as 

follows: the surface tension of water having a positive 

electrical potential is always higher than the surface tension 

of water having a negative electrical potential. This 

dependence can also be formulated differently: the increase 

in the electric potential of the water increases its surface 

tension, and the reduction of the electric potential of water 

causes a decrease of its surface tension. 
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